
RainWindSun
 The textile pergola awning 

Plaza Viva
Alfresco living in almost any weather conditions

Honoured with:

Awnings     Patio roofs     Glasoasen®
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20 °C WF 1 – 2

You should enjoy your great summer’s day on the patio without  

any worries. Plaza Viva provides the necessary shade so you can do 

just that. And in fact over up to 30 m², for the whole family including 

friends. But Plaza Viva isn’t just practical. It adapts to any house 

 facade with its modern, slimline design. And the huge selection  

of attractive awning fabrics gives you the option of designing your 

outdoor space to your own personal taste.

Beautiful sun shading 
even for larger spaces 

10.00 a.m. Family breakfast on the patio.

“It’s going to be a beautiful summer’s day!”

Frame colour WT 029/70786 I Pattern 3-745

Would you like to enjoy the open air? Then simply open your Plaza Viva  
to exactly the position you desire at the press of a button.

RainWind Sun

Plaza Viva Enjoy the outdoors, in almost any weather
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Yes, a little summer breeze is lovely. Especially if the awning remains 

 stable despite strong gusts. Just like Plaza Viva. Thanks to the two front 

posts it is extremely wind-resistant. The stable structure guarantees 

that the pergola awning can remain extended up to wind force 6 

 (Beaufort) and then also offers reliable sun protection too. Even with 

 facades with not many load bearing substrates, like old buildings for 

 example, the posts withstand strong wind loads consistently.

Extremely stable 
even in windy weather
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Our tip: With the Plaza Viva 
OptiStretch version, the fabric 
is always held captive and the 
edges of the cover are prevent-
ed from bellowing in winds.

OptiStretch or Stretch – for a stable fabric position  
With Plaza Viva OptiStretch the fabric is held captive  
and on all four sides. The advantages: a highly tensioned 
 fabric and no light gap on the sides. The basic version  
of the Plaza Viva Stretch is tensioned on two sides and 
there is a light gap between the fabric and guide channel. 
A strong rope tensioning system ensures even fabric 
 positioning with both versions. 

26 °C WF 6

3.30 p.m. It’s getting fresh, the awning simply
remains open.

Rain WindSun
“This wind is fantastic!”

Plaza Viva Enjoy the outdoors, 
in almost any weather
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Clever rain protection 
no need to leave your favourite spot

With Plaza Viva you remain dry as the rain water reliably drains off. Our 

recipe for success: the adjustable telescopic post and the water-repellent 

awning fabric (more about our fabrics on page 10). You can remain  

seated in your  favourite chair or enjoy a family meal totally relaxed and 

enjoying being outdoors in the rain. 

New: telescopic post for rain drainage  
A minimum awning pitch is required to 
 ensure that rainwater drains off reliably. 
However, it is not always possible to pro-
duce this during installation. The optional 
telescopic post helps here. You can lower  
it using a gear handle to achieve the 
 required pitch in the rain.

Really flexible  
When lowering the top part of the post using the 
gear handle, the load on the construction is reduced 
and it remains inherently stable. This is  possible 
thanks to the wall bracket with floating bearing 
and compensation joint on the  upper part of 
the post. Both guarantee that the pitch of the 
 entire awning is ideally adjusted. 

“So what? We’re not going to get wet!”
3.50 – 4.00 p.m. A brief summer shower.
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Figure 1: The wall bracket with floating bearing reduces 
the load on the whole construction when the telescopic 
post lowers the awning.

Figure 2: Thanks to the compensation joint on the post the 
awning construction can adjust flexibly to the new pitch.

RainWindSun

22 °C WF 1

Plaza Viva Enjoy the outdoors, in almost any weather
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Light and warmth – for ultimate comfort 
thanks to LEDs and a heating system

Your options for great comfort:  
enjoy evenings on the patio under warm white  
LED spotlights that can be dimmed infinitely.

You can even enjoy your patio at cooler times with  
the  Tempura and Tempura Quadra heating system.  
It can be retrofitted and is  unobtrusively attached to  
the house facade.

Convenient control  
by hand transmitter, sensor or app

Plaza Viva is fitted as standard with a drive without remote 
receiver. If you choose an awning with remote-controlled 
motor and weinor BiConnect radio control, you can really 
easily operate the sun protection, lighting and heating using 
the hand transmitter or BiEasy app for iPhone and iPad.  
The sun sensor makes the awning extend automatically – 
 regardless of whether you are at home or not.

Alternatively, you can also 
operate every technical 
element on your patio 
using io-homecontrol® 
from *.

Hand transmitter with display  
BiEasy 15M Go! and BiEasy app

* With io-homecontrol® from Somfy dimming is not possible.

9.30 p.m. Children in bed … a glass of wine on the patio.

“ We can sit on our patio well into the night 
enjoying a cosy atmosphere.”
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Quiet and consistent operation
The Plaza Viva tension system ensures optimum fabric 
 performance and positioning. It includes, amongst other things, 
a new flat rope and the tried and tested weinor carriage system. 
The flat rope is  extremely quiet and durable, the weinor 
 carriage system features quiet retraction and extension that  
is gentle on materials.

Award-winning quality, 
maximum comfort  

Anyone opting for weinor products can rely on  
top quality. Only high-quality materials  
are used. 

Well protected
The all-round enclosed and robust awning cassette 
keeps the fabric and other component parts well 
 protected from the elements. You can enjoy superb 
weather protection for many years.

Honoured with:
Plaza Viva has been honoured 
with the Iconic Awards 2019 
in the Building Fixtures cate-
gory for its modern, slimline 
design. 

Premium quality
made in Germany

Most definitely
an original product

CERTIFICATE OF
AUTHENTICITY

Wonderful in design and aesthetics
Plaza Viva is designed so that almost no fixings are visible.  
As a result, the awning design looks slimline, modern  
and elegant. Turn your outdoor space into a hidden gem  
with Plaza Viva! 
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Plaza Viva technical data

Max. width 6 m

Max. projection 5 m

Multi-unit systems optional

Wind protection: tested to wind force 6 (Beaufort)

Rain protection* from a 4° pitch

Roof pitch 4° – 25°

Mounting alternative installation on walls, ceilings and roofs possible

Motor drive as standard

Additional attractive  
privacy and sun protection from the front 

The Valance Plus from weinor is the perfect solution for dazzling 
light, especially when the sun is lying low in the evening. It can be 
lowered using the gear handle and then also offers reliable privacy 
protection. The Valance Plus is also available with the fabrics from 
the screens by weinor® collection that let light and air through.

*  The water draining effect using the telescopic technology is only achieved with a 
minimum awning pitch of 4° and when the telescopic post is completely lowered
(exception: Valance Plus option. The minimum pitch required here is 5°).
A telescopic post is not possible for the Plaza Viva with VertiTex II. Reliable rain 
drainage is then only guaranteed during short showers from a pitch of 14°.
Meets performance class 2 according to DIN 13561 resistance to water accumulation

Plaza Viva with VertiTex II –  
even more protection in one system

The universal VertiTex II vertical awning 
extends the Plaza Viva with reliable sun, 
privacy, wind and glare protection – and 
in fact all round. Because the vertical 
 awning can be mounted all around or on 
individual sides. Clever rail or zip tech-
nology ensures reliable lateral guidance. 
The vertical awning excels with an ele-
gant, compact design that goes perfectly 
with the Plaza Viva. The cassette is avail-
able in round or square form. VertiTex II  
is also available with the fabrics from  
the screens by weinor® collection that let 
light and air through.

Convenient control 
Like Plaza Viva, VertiTex II can  
also be operated using wireless 
 technology with weinor BiConnect  
or io-homecontrol® from Somfy.

Twice the weather protection
cleverly combined

Over 200 modern  
frame colours
At weinor you can select from more than 50 standard 
 colours and more than 150 other RAL colours. The  
powder coating done in our in-house factory guarantees 
colour  fastness and a uniform gloss level.

Sustainable & exclusive to weinor
The weinor modern basics blue® fabric collection includes  
16 modern patterns in tried and tested weinor polyester 
quality. 85% recycled PET is used to produce the fabric.

NEW!Breathtakingly beautiful 
and long-lasting!

momentum, mélange and not crazy. 
Choose your favourite pattern from the  
3 collections. Whether it’s timelessly 
 neutral, harmonious or creative trends – 
we have the right material and matching 
colour for every taste.

State-of-the-art nanotechnology allows 
dirt to simply roll off. And the innovative 
solution dyeing technology guarantees 
long-lasting colour brilliance.

High-quality awning fabrics

More information at:  
weinor.com/fabric_qualities

momentum
MODERN GREYS

MODERN BEIGES

mélange

MODERN COLOURS

not crazy.

Individual design 
for your outdoor living!
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weinor GmbH & Co. KG
Mathias-Brüggen-Straße 110 
50829 Cologne I Germany 
weinor.com
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Patent no
EP 0959195 EP 3048213 16002202.6 17001050.8
EP 1936062 EP1310609 16002204.2 17001051.6
EP 2072709 EP1835089 16002717.3 17001164.7
EP 2136214 EP1936105 17000149.9 18000571.2
EP 2202376 08006834.9 17000150.7 18000941.7
EP 2383402 1403442 17000580.5 1936061
EP 2631386 16001718.2 17000679.5 2136013
EP 2826945 16002201.8 17000680.3 3054063
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